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Welcome to the First Edition!

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY FOR
PRESCHOOL CHILDREN AT MELTON!

OUR EDITORIAL TEAM:

By Sophie Shaw
SCHOOL EVENTS: SOPHIE SHAW
ENVIRONMENT: EMILY CORMACK
WORLD NEWS: IVY BOUABDALLAH

This year Melton Primary school has introduced a new class called the Owlets
which is our new nursery. It is clearly very popular as the numbers are increasing
and the little ones are staying for more hours. The adults that are running the
nursery are Mrs Rogers and Mrs Ward. On some occasions the Robins (which is
led by Mrs O'Hanrahan and Mrs Allen) join them. I did an interview and this is
what I found out.

GAMING: AMBER NEEDS
SPORTS: MIA MACKENZIE AND
GEORGIA DALEY
ANIMALS: LEILA MATTICKS
INTERVIEWS: GEORGIA DALEY AND
CHARLOTTE DONALDSON
JOKE CORNER: SOPHIE SHAW AND
LEILA MATTICKS

What is it like to be with the children?
"It is very fun as there are lots of fun games that everyone takes part in. It is
very nice to work with them as it is a pleasure as they are very well-mannered."
Do you enjoy incorporating with the work that the children do? Why?
"Yes. It is very exciting because there is always lots of fun activities."
Do you enjoy being with the children? Why?
"All the children are very active and we love spending time with them."
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The Environment

Send your photos in to us and you might
get shown on this page! Send in any

by Emily Cormack

photo of you saving your planet. To send
something in just send it to your teacher

Top Tips for saving your planet!

on seesaw and ask them to send it to Mrs

1.Save energy

Mann.

2.Save water
3.Use eco-friendly items
4.Use filtered water
5.Start a compost pile
6.Plant vegetables
7.Commit to the three R’s

REDUCE

REUSE

RECYCLE

8.Pick up litter
9.Make your own desserts
10.Use cloth shopping bags
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UKRAINE AND RUSSIA: AT WAR
by Ivy Bouabdallah

At the moment Ukraine and Russia are at war. Russia was camping on the
outskirts of Ukraine for weeks, promising that they would not attack be
they did. Ukraine did not strike back since their military forces are very
small compared to Russian forces. The reason that Russia attacked in the
first place was because they thought that a little bit of Ukraine was part of
Russia once but lots of people thought that Russia was being extremely
greedy since their country is very large compared to Ukraine. Lots of
buildings were hit. Not too many reports of death have been filed but there
were still some. It was so tragic.
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Raw copper has also been added to the game and, guess
what? It’s more common than coal! But copper has much
more use than coal; it can be smelted and crafted with 2 of it
into a lightning rod that, when placed on top and a storm
comes over, the lightning bolt will crash onto the lightning
rod (not you or your house) and if you place a copper block
underneath the rod and the lightning touches it, the block

MINECRAFT FINALLY
RELEASE 1.18 UPDATE!

turns blue. There are many ways you can use the copper
block by waxing it.

by Amber Needs

Since the 1.17 update, they changed a lot of things, like the
ores and the new glass textures, but lots of people are
Minecraft as finally released both parts of caves and
cliffs update including the lush caves, axolotls, moss

disagreeing with these new changes, since they don’t look
very attractive.

blocks, azalea and flowering azalea, hanging roots,
glowing berries, and so much more! Another part of the
update was glow squids that, when killed, drop ink
sacks. But they’re glow-ink sacks and they can be
crafted into glow item frames and on signs to make the

Lush Caves are new to the 1.17 update. These are sections in
caves that are filled with moss blocks, moss carpet, and
glowing berries hang from the ceiling that you can pick and
eat, azalea and flowering azalea to decorate garden areas,
drip leaves that you can adjust the size with and when you

writing glow.

jump on them, they tilt which makes you fall off. Another
Ores: Also included in this update was the geodes with
amethyst blocks and amethyst shards growing on them
and on the outside of all the glamour, the shell consists

item that hangs from the ceiling are the spore blossoms,
these emit green particles when placed down just like the
ender chest! And my favourite of the whole update: axolotls!

of a layer of calcite and then smooth basalt.
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Axolotls are marine life and can live in either water or on
land, but they can’t stay on land forever or they die. They

Epic Fun Facts:

come in many colours: pink (the most common), brown,

The best Minecraft fighter is Technoblade

(the next most common), yellow, cyan and then blue, (the

TheeSizzler is the Minecraft player who holds the

rarest of them all, it spawns at a percentage of 1 in 1200).

title of, “The Fastest Minecraft Speed Runner In The

One way to get lots of bleu axolotls is to spawn one and

World” with a time of 11 minutes and 20 seconds. To

then breed it with another in the hope it breeds another

this day he still speed runs on java and modded

blue one, then breed those 2 blue ones until you get as

Minecraft

many as you want and maybe you can sell them to your
friends for a good price if you’re in survival!

Secret Nametags:
If you name a mob Dinnerbone or Grumm they will
become upside down, but this does not apply to
squids and glow squids
if you name a rabbit, “Toast” the rabbit will change
into a pattern unavailable to spawn naturally, this is
dedicated to a player whose rabbit sadly passed
Naming a vindicator Johnny, will make it wield an
iron axe and savagely kill every passive mob (They
don’t attack you) in the area
·Naming a sheep “Jeb_” will make it flash through
every dyeable colour in minecraft, unfortunately but
when you shear it, the wool is the colour it
originally was.
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FOOTBALL FOR GIRLS
by Georgia Daley

We want to more girls to play football as it is more common for boys to
play the sport. Some people believe that football is only a sport for boys,
but I want to tell you that this is not true; you can do anything you set
your mind to. If you’re not interested in playing for a club there are always
other ways to get involved. In an outdoor space you can always practice
football skills on your own or with a partner. Practice is a good way to
build up your confidence.

There are many different local girls' football teams that you could join if
you are interested:

KESGRAVE KESTRELS
FELIXTOWE

STANWAY

BURY TOWN

CAPEL PLOUGH

IPSWICH VALLEY RANGERS
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Woodbridge Woodpeckers Girls U10s
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PETS CORNER

How To Send A Picture Of Your Pet(s)

by Leila Matticks and Ellen Rowden-Smith

send the picture to Mrs Mann on seesaw or

To send a picture of any of your pets please

your teacher and ask them to send it to Mrs
Mann. Your pet may feature in the next
Did you know?

edition of this newspaper! Don't forget to give

-Dogs actually can tell time

us some details (e.g. name and age).

-Cats don’t meow at each other
-Goldfish have a longer life expectancy than you think

Guinea Pig Facts:
Guinea pigs are easy to take care of.
They are very noisy.
They have a slight odour.
They like the dark.
They can't have a hamster wheel or ball.
They can’t eat iceberg lettuce (It is poisonous to them)
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6 tips for being a responsible
pet owner

Big tips for dog owners
-choose your dog’s name wisely.

1) think carefully before getting a pet and learn about its special requirements

-decide on the house rules.

2) ensure your pet is sociable and well trained

-discourage jumping.

3) provide a nutritious and well balanced diet

-set up a private den.

4) provide suitable housing and bedding

-help your dog relax.

5) clean up after your pet and worm it regularly
6) protect against disease. Your vet can provide you with advice

-reward good behaviour.
-teach when to come when called.
-train in dog time.
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WOULD YOU RATHER...
with Mrs Mann
by Charlotte Donaldson and Georgia Daley

Q: Would you rather lick a toilet seat or be at school doing
nothing fun for the rest of your life?
A: Toilet seat. 1 lick is better than doing nothing fun for life!
Q: Pizza or pasta?
A: Pizza. Dominos meat feast with lots of garlic and herb dip.
Q: Lick a live fish or be in slime shower?
A: Slime shower; I like slime!
Q: Sit in a pool of beans or slime?
A: Slime. I hate beans.
Q: Would you rather be a dog or a cat for the rest of your life?
A: Dogs because I like dogs more.
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JOKE CORNER

ANSWERS

ANSWERS

by Sophie Shaw and Leila Matticks

8. None because they were copycats
7. At the hickory dickory dock

1.What time is it when time strikes 13?
2.What does one toilet say to the other?

6. A slush puppy

3.Why can’t Elsa from frozen have a balloon?

5. A hushpuppy

5, What do u call a dog that can’t bark?

4. A Tuba toothpaste

4. What is the musical instrument you find in your bathroom?

3. Because she will let it go, let it go

6. What do you call a puppy mixed with a slush?

2. You look a bit flushed

8. There were 10 cats cats in a boat and one jumped out. How many were left?
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1. Time to get a new clock

7. Where do mice park their boats?

